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Fig. 1. Motion transfer from a source onto two target subjects.

This paper presents a simple method for “do as I do" motion transfer: given
a source video of a person dancing we can transfer that performance to a
novel (amateur) target after only a few minutes of the target subject performing standard moves. We pose this problem as a per-frame image-to-image
translation with spatio-temporal smoothing. Using pose detections as an
intermediate representation between source and target, we learn a mapping
from pose images to a target subject’s appearance. We adapt this setup for
temporally coherent video generation including realistic face synthesis. Our
video demo can be found at https://youtu.be/PCBTZh41Ris.
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INTRODUCTION

We propose a method to transfer motion between human subjects
in different videos. Given two videos – one of a target person whose
appearance we wish to synthesize, and the other of a source subject
whose motion we wish to impose onto our target person – we
transfer motion between these subjects via an end to end pixel-based
pipeline. This is in contrast to approaches over the last two decades
which employ nearest neighbor search [4, 9] or retarget motion
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in 3D [7, 13, 26, 30]. With our framework, we create a variety of
videos, enabling untrained amateurs to spin and twirl like ballerinas,
perform martial arts kicks or dance as vibrantly as pop stars.
To transfer motion between two video subjects in a frame-byframe manner, we must learn a mapping between images of the two
individuals. Our goal is therefore to discover an image-to-image
translation [14] between the source and target sets. However, we
do not have corresponding pairs of images of the two subjects
performing the same motions to supervise learning this translation
directly. Even if both subjects perform the same routine, it is still
unlikely to have an exact frame to frame body-pose correspondence
due to body shape and stylistic differences unique to each subject.
We observe that keypoint-based pose, which inherently encodes
body position but not appearance, can serve as an intermediate
representation between any two subjects. Compatible with our objective, poses preserve motion signatures over time while abstracting away as much subject identity as possible. We therefore design
our intermediate representation to be pose stick figures such as in
Figure 2. From the target video, we obtain pose detections [5, 27, 35]
for each frame yielding a set of (pose stick figure, target person image)
corresponding pairs. With this aligned data we are able to learn
an image-to-image translation model between pose stick figures
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kinematic model, obtain 3D joint estimations, and render images of
a human subject performing new motions. In contrast, our approach
avoids both source-target data calibration and lifting into 3D space.
Recent studies of motion in video have been able to learn to distinguish the movements from appearance and consequently synthesize
novel motions in video [1, 29]. MoCoGAN [29] employs unsupervised adversarial training to learn this separation and generates
videos of subjects performing novel motions or facial expressions.
This theme is continued through subsequent work in Dynamics
Transfer GAN [1] which transfers facial expressions from a source
subject in a video onto a target person given in a static image. Similarly, we apply our representation of motion (pose stick figures) to
different target subjects to generate new motions while in contrast
our work specializes on synthesizing detailed dance movements.
Modern approaches have shown success in generating detailed
images of human subjects in novel poses [10, 16, 22, 23, 31]. Furthermore, recent methods can synthesize such images for temporally
coherent video [2] and future prediction [31]. Frameworks such
as Recycle-GAN [3] and vid2vid [32] learn mappings between different videos and demonstrate motion transfer between faces and
from poses to body respectively. Our method accounts for both
video generation while preserving important details such as facial
features.
We are able to learn a mapping from pose to target subject due to
advances in image generation and substantial work on general image mapping frameworks. Since the recent emergence of Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) for approximating generative models [12], GANs have been used for many purposes including image
generation [8], especially because they can produce high quality
images with sharp details [18]. These advances have led to use of
Conditional GANs, in which the generated output is conditioned
on a structured input [25]. In addition to specific applications or
mappings, studies employed adversarial training to learn arbitrary
image to image translations. Over the past few years there have
been several frameworks, which often (but not all) use GANS, developed to solve such mappings including pix2pix [14], CoGAN [21],
UNIT [20], DiscoGAN [17], CycleGAN [37], Cascaded Refinement
Networks [6], and pix2pixHD [33]. Due to our approach toward motion transfer, we are able to choose from and adopt such frameworks
for our purposes.

Fig. 2. Correspondence between pose stick figure and target person frame.

and images of our target person in a supervised way. Therefore,
our model is trained to produce personalized videos of a specific
target subject. Then to transfer motion from source to target, we
input the pose stick figures into the trained model to obtain images
of the target subject in the same pose as the source. We add two
components to improve the quality of our results: To encourage
the temporal smoothness of our generated videos, we condition
the prediction at each frame on that of the previous time step. To
increase facial realism in our results we include a specialized GAN
trained to generate the target person‘s face.
Our method produces videos where motion is transferred between a variety of video subjects without the need for expensive 3D
or motion capture data. Our main contributions are a learning-based
pipeline for human motion transfer between videos, and the quality
of our results which demonstrate complex motion transfer in realistic and detailed videos. We also conduct an ablation study on the
components of our model comparing to a baseline framework.
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RELATED WORK

Over the last two decades there has been extensive study dedicated
towards motion transfer or retargeting. Early methods focused on
creating new content by manipulating existing video footage [4, 9].
For example, Video Rewrite creates videos of a subject saying a
phrase they did not originally utter by finding frames where the
mouth position matches the desired speech [4]. Another approach
uses optical flow as a descriptor matches different subjects performing similar actions allowing “Do as I do” and “Do as I say”
retargeting [9]. Similarly, our approach is designed for video subjects which can be found online or captured in person, although we
learn to synthesize novel motions rather than manipulating existing
frames.
Other approaches using 3D transfer motion for graphics and animation purposes. Since the retargeting problem was first proposed
between animated characters [11], solutions have included the introduction of inverse kinematic solvers to the problem [19] and
retargeting between significantly different skeletons [13]. Recently,
Villegas et al. [30] apply deep learning techniques to retarget motion without supervised data. Unlike these approaches, our work
explores motion transfer between 2D video subjects where there is
a lack of 3D information. To mitigate this problem, Cheung et al. [7]
propose an elaborate multi-view system to calibrate a personalized
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METHOD OVERVIEW

Given a video of a source person and another of a target person, our
goal is to generate a new video of the target person enacting the
same motions as the source. To accomplish this task, we divide our
pipeline into three stages – pose detection, global pose normalization, and mapping from normalized pose stick figures to the target
subject. In the pose detection stage we use a pretrained state of
the art pose detector to create pose stick figures given frames from
the source video. The global pose normalization stage accounts for
differences between the source and target body shapes and locations
within frame. Finally, we design a system to learn the mapping from
the normalized pose stick figures to images of the target person
with adversarial training.
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Fig. 3. (Top) Training: Our model uses a pose detector P to create pose stick figures from video frames of the target subject. During training we learn the
mapping G alongside an adversarial discriminator D which attempts to distinguish between the “real” correspondence pair (x, y) and the “fake” pair (G(x ), y).
(Bottom) Transfer: We use a pose detector P : Y ′ → X ′ to obtain pose joints for the source person that are transformed by our normalization process N orm
into joints for the target person for which pose stick figures are created. Then we apply the trained mapping G.

4 POSE ESTIMATION AND NORMALIZATION
4.1 Pose estimation

We now detail our full training system as seen in the Training
setup of Figure 3. Given frame y from the original target video,
we use pose detector P to obtain a corresponding pose stick figure
x = P(y). During training, we use corresponding (x, y) pairs to learn
a mapping G which synthesizes images of the target person given
pose stick x. Through adversarial training with discriminator D and
a perceptual reconstruction loss dist using a pretrained VGGNet [15,
28], we optimize the generated output G(x) to resemble the ground
truth target subject frame y. D attempts to distinguish between “real”
image pairs (i.e. (pose stick figure x, ground truth image y)) and
“fake” image pairs (i.e. (pose stick figure x, model output G(x)).
Our transfer setup is shown in the Transfer setup of Figure 3.
Similarly to training, pose detector P extracts pose information from
source frame y ′ yielding pose stick figure x ′ . However, in their video
the source subject likely appears bigger, or smaller, and standing
in a different position than the subject in the target video. In order
for the source pose to better align with the filming setup of the
target, we apply a global pose normalization Norm to transform the
source’s original pose x ′ to be more consistent with the poses in
the target video x. We then pass the normalized pose stick figure
x into our trained model G to obtain an image G(x) of our target
person which corresponds with the original image of the source y ′ .
We now describe every component of our system in detail.

In order to create images which encode body position, we use a
pretrained pose detector P [5, 27, 35] which accurately estimates x,y
joint coordinates. We draw a representation of the resulting pose
stick figure by plotting the keypoints and drawing lines between
connected joints as shown in Figure 2. During training, pose stick
figures of the target person are inputs to the generator G. For transfer, P obtains joint estimates for the source subject which are then
normalized as in Section 4.2 to better match the poses of the transfer
subject seen in training. The normalized pose coordinates are used
to create input pose stick figures for the generator G.

4.2

Global pose normalization

In different videos, subjects may have different limb proportions
or stand closer or farther to the camera than one another. Therefore when transferring motion between two subjects, it may be
necessary to transform the pose keypoints of the source person so
that they appear in accordance with the target person’s body shape
and proportion as in the Transfer section of Figure 3. We find this
transformation by analyzing the heights and ankle positions for
poses of each subject and use a linear mapping between the closest
and farthest ankle positions in both videos. After gathering these
statistics we calculate the scale and translation for each frame based
on its corresponding pose detection. Further details of the global
pose normalization are described in the appendix in Section 9.
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5

ADVERSARIAL TRAINING OF IMAGE TO IMAGE
TRANSLATION

xt

We modify the adversarial training setup of pix2pixHD [33] to (1)
produce temporally coherent video frames and (2) synthesize realistic face image. We now describe the original objective and our
modifications to it in detail.

5.1

G(xt-1)

pix2pixHD framework

We base our method on the objective presented in pix2pixHD [33].
In the original conditional GAN setup, the generator network G is
engaged in a minimax game against multi-scale discriminators D =
(D 1 , D 2 , D 3 ). The generator’s task is to synthesize realistic images
in order to fool the discriminator which must discern between “real"
(ground truth data) images from the “fake” images produced by the
generator. These two networks are trained simultaneously and drive
each other to improve, as the generator must learn to synthesize
more realistic images to deceive the discriminator which in turn
learns differences between generator outputs and ground truth data.
The original pix2pixHD objective takes the form -

min
G




Í
LGAN (G, D k ) + λ F M
LFM (G, D k )
D 1, D 2, D 3 k=1,2,3
k =1,2,3
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Here, LGAN (G, D) is the adversarial loss presented in the original
pix2pix paper [14]
LGAN (G, D) = E(x,y) [log D(x, y)] + Ex [log(1 − D(x, G(x))]

G(xt-1),
G(xt)

Fig. 4. Temporal smoothing setup. When synthesizing the current frame
G(x t ), we condition on its corresponding pose stick figure x t and the
previously synthesized frame G(x t −1 ) to obtain temporally smooth outputs. Discriminator D then attempts differentiate the “real” temporally coherent sequence (x t −1, x t , yt −1, yt ) from the “fake” sequence
(x t −1, x t , G(x t −1 ), G(x t )).

(2)

LFM (G, D) is the discriminator feature-matching loss presented
in pix2pixHD, and LV GG (G(x), y) is the perceptual reconstruction
loss [15] which compares pretrained VGGNet [28] features at different layers of the network.

x

5.2

Temporal smoothing

xF

To create video sequences, we modify the single image generation
setup to enforce temporal coherence between adjacent frames as
shown in Figure 4. We investigate the effects of this addition in
our ablation study in Section 7.1. Instead of generating individual
frames, we predict two consecutive frames where the first output
G(x t −1 ) is conditioned on its corresponding pose stick figure x t −1
and a zero image z (a placeholder since there is no previously generated frame at time t − 2). The second output G(x t ) is conditioned on
its corresponding pose stick figure x t and the first output G(x t −1 ).
Consequently, the discriminator is now tasked with determining
both the difference in realism and temporal coherence between
the “fake” sequence (x t −1 , x t , G(x t −1 ), G(x t )) and “real” sequence
(x t −1 , x t , yt −1 , yt ). The temporal smoothing changes are now reflected in the updated GAN objective –

Gf

G(x)

r

G(x)F

r + G(x)F

Fig. 5. Face GAN setup. Residual is predicted by generator G f and added
to the original face prediction from the main generator.

5.3
Lsmooth (G, D) = E(x,y) [log D(x t −1 , x t , yt −1 , yt )]
+Ex [log(1 − D(x t −1 , x t , G(x t −1 ), G(x t ))]

G(x)F := r + G(x)F

Face GAN

We add a specialized GAN setup designed to add more detail and
realism to the face region as shown in Figure 5. We show that our
face GAN produces convincing facial features and improves upon

(3)

4

the results of the full image GAN in our ablation studies detailed in
Section 7.1.
After generating the full image of the scene with the main generator G, we input a smaller section of the image centered around
the face G(x)F and the input pose stick figure sectioned in the
same fashion x F to another generator G f which outputs a residual
r = G f (x F , G(x)F ). The final output is the addition of the residual
with original face region r +G(x)F and this change is reflected in the
relevant region of the full image. A discriminator D f then attempts
to discern the “real" face pairs (x F , y F ) (face region of the input pose
stick figure, face region of the ground truth target person image)
from the “fake" face pairs (x F , r + G(x)F ) similarly to the original
pix2pix objective Lface (G f , D f ) = E(x F ,y F ) [log D f (x F , y F )]

+Ex F [log 1 − D f (x F , G(x)F + r ) ].

reasonable) quality as we only need decent pose detections from the
source video. Without such limitations, many high quality videos
of a subject performing a dance are abundant online.
We found pre-smoothing pose keypoints to be immensely helpful
in reducing jittering in our outputs. For videos with a high framerate
(120 fps), we gaussian smooth the keypoints over time, and we use
median smoothing for videos with lower framerates.

6.2

We adapt architectures from various models for different stages of
our pipeline. To extract pose keypoints for the body, face, and hands
we use architectures provided by a state of the art pose detector
OpenPose [5, 27, 35].
For the image translation stage of our pipeline, we adapt the architectures proposed by Wang et al. in the pix2pixHD model [33].
To create 128x128 face image residuals, we do not need the full capability of the entire pix2pixHD generator and therefore we predict
face residuals using the global generator of pix2pixHD. Similarly,
we use a single 70x70 Patch-GAN discriminator [14] for the face
discriminator. In practice we use the LSGAN [24] objective during
training similarly to pix2pixHD for both the full image and face
GANs.

(4)

where x F is the face region of the original pose stick figure x, y F
is the face region of ground truth target person image y. Similarly to
the full image, we add a perceptual reconstruction loss on comparing
the final face r + G(x)F to the ground truth target person’s face y F .

5.4

Full Objective
7

We employ training in stages where the full image GAN is optimized
separately from the specialized face GAN. First we train the main
generator and discriminator (G, D) during which the full objective
is min

Network architecture



G


Õ
Lsmooth (G, D k ) + λ F M
LFM (G, D k )

Õ

max

D 1, D 2, D 3

k =1,2,3

k =1,2,3



+λV GG LV GG (G(x t −1 ), yt −1 ) + LV GG (G(x t ), yt )



(5)
.
After this stage, the full image generator and discriminator weights
are frozen and we optimize the face GAN with full objective
min
Gf





max Lface (G f , D f ) + λV GG LV GG (r + G(x)F , y F )
Df

EXPERIMENTS

We explore the effects of our modifications to the pix2pixHD baseline and evaluate the quality of our results on our own dataset
collected as in Section 6.1. Since we do not have ground truth data
for retargeting between two different video subjects, we analyze
the reconstruction of our target person (i.e. the source person is the
target person) with validation data. We conduct an ablation study
on the inclusion of our temporal smoothing setup and face GAN
compared to a pix2pixHD baseline.
To assess the quality of our individual frames, we measure both
Structural Similarity (SSIM) [34] and Learned Perceptual Image
Patch Similarity (LPIPS) [36]. Since we do not have ground truth
flows for our data, we rely on qualitative analysis to evaluate the
temporal coherence of our output videos.
In addition, we run the pose detector P on the outputs of each
system, and compare these reconstructed keypoints to the pose
detections of the original input video. If all body parts are synthesized correctly, then the reconstructed pose should be close to the
input pose on which the output was conditioned. Therefore, we can
evaluate these pose reconstructions to analyze the quality of our
results.
For a pose distance metric between two poses p, p ′ each with n
joints p1 , ..., pn and p1′ , ..., pn′ , we sum the L2 distances between the
corresponding joints pk = (x k , yk ) and pk′ = (x k′ , yk′ ) normalized by
the number of keypoints


(6)

.

6 IMPLEMENTATION
6.1 Data Collection
We collect source and target videos in slightly different manners.
To learn the appearance of the target subject in many poses, it is
important that the target video captures a sufficient range of motion
and sharp frames with minimal blur. To ensure the quality of the
frames, we filmed our target subject for around 20 minutes of real
time footage at 120 frames per second which is possible with some
modern cell phone cameras. Since our pose representation does not
encode information about clothes, we had our target subjects wear
tight clothing with minimal wrinkling.
In contrast to some of the preparation required for filming a
target subject, source videos do not require the same (albeit still

d(p, p ′ ) =

n
1Õ
∥pk − pk′ ∥2
n

(7)

k =1

To avoid dealing with missing detections (i.e. without viewing
the original image of the subject it can be hard to discern whether a
“missed” detection is due to noise or occlusion), we only compare
poses where all joints are detected.
5

Fig. 6. Transfer results. In each section we show five consecutive frames. The top row shows the source subject, the middle row shows the normalized pose
stick figures, and the bottom row shows the model outputs of the target person.
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Loss
pix2pixHD
T.S.
T.S. + Face [Ours]

SSIM mean
0.89564
0.89597
0.89807

LPIPS mean
0.03189
0.03137
0.03066

incur the most error. Adding the temporal smoothing setup does
not seem to decrease the reconstructed pose distances significantly,
however including the face GAN adds substantial improvements
overall, especially for the face and hand keypoints.
In Table 4 we count the number of missed detections (i.e. joints
detected on ground truth frames but not on outputs) on various
regions and the whole pose as the pose metric does not accurately
depict missed detections. With the addition of our model parts, the
number of missed detections generally decreases, especially for the
face keypoints.

Table 1. Body output image comparisons - result cropped to bounding box
around input pose. For all tables, T.S. denotes a model with our temporal
smoothing setup, and T.S. + Face is our full model with both the temporal
smoothing setup and Face GAN.

Loss
SSIM mean LPIPS mean
pix2pixHD
0.81374
0.03731
T.S.
0.8177
0.03662
T.S. + Face [Ours] 0.83046
0.03304

7.2

Although the ablation study scores for the temporal smoothing
setup are generally comparable or an improvement to the pix2pixHD
baseline, significant differences occur in video results where the
temporal smoothing setup exhibits more frame to frame coherence
than the pix2pixHD baseline. Qualitatively, the temporal smoothing
setup helps with smooth motion, color consistency across frames,
and also in individual frame synthesis.
Consistent with the ablation study, we find that adding a specialized facial generator and discriminator adds considerable detail and
encourages synthesizing realistic body parts. We compare the face
synthesis with and without the face GAN in Figure 8 and in our
video results.

Table 2. Face output image comparisons - result cropped to bounding box
around input face

Loss
pix2pixHD
T.S.
T.S. + Face [Ours]

Body (23) Face (70) Hands (21) Overall (135)
2.39352 1.1872
3.86359
2.0781
2.63446 1.14348
3.76056
2.06884
2.56743 0.91636 3.29771
1.92704

Table 3. Mean pose distances, using the pose distance metric described in
Section 7. Lower pose distance is more favorable.

Loss
pix2pixHD
T.S.
T.S. + Face [Ours]

Body (23)
0.17864
0.15989
0.15578
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Face (70) Hands (21) Overall (135)
0.77796
1.67584
2.63244
0.56318
1.76016
2.48323
0.47392 1.66366
2.29336

DISCUSSION

Overall our model is able to create reasonable and arbitrarily long
videos of a target person dancing given body movements to follow
through an input video of another subject dancing. Although our
setup can produce plausible results in many cases, occasionally our
results suffer from several issues.
Fundamentally, our input pose stick figures depend on noisy pose
estimations which do not carry temporal information from frame to
frame. Missing or incorrect keypoint locations from pose detection
injects error into our inputs and these failures often carry over into
our results, even though we attempt to mitigate these limitations
through our temporal smoothing setup. Even though we try to inject
temporal coherence through our setup and presmoothing keypoints,
our results often still suffer from jittering. Errors occur particularly
in transfer videos when the input motion or motion speed is different
from the movements seen at training time. However, even when
the target subject attempts to copy a dance from a source subject in
the training sequence, our results still experience some jittering and
shakiness when the motion from the source is transferred onto the
target. Since normalized poses for transfer are often similar to those
seen in training, we attribute this observation to the underlying
difference between how our target and transfer subjects move given
their unique body structure. In this way, we believe that motion is
tied to identity which is still present in the pose detections.
Although our method for global pose normalization reasonably
resizes the movements of any source subject to match the scale and
location of the target person seen in training, our simple scale-andtranslate solution does not account for different limb lengths and
camera positions or angles. These discrepancies also contribute to
a wider gap between the motion seen in training and at test time.

Table 4. Mean number of missed detections per image, fewer missed detections is better.

7.1

Qualitative Assessment

Ablation Study

The results of our ablation study are presented in Tables 1 to 4. We
compare results from the pix2pixHD baseline (pix2pixHD), a version
of our model with just the temporal smoothing setup (T.S.), and our
full model with both the temporal smoothing setup and the face
GAN (T.S. + Face).
Table 1 contains mean image similarity measurements for a region
around the body. Some example images are in Figure 7. Both SSIM
and LPIPS scores are similar for all model variations. Qualitatively,
the pix2pixHD baseline already reasonably synthesizes the target
person as reflected by the similarity measurements. Scores on full
images are even more similar between our ablations, as all ablations
have no difficulty generating the static background. Table 2 shows
mean scores for the face region (for the face GAN, this is the region
for which the face residual is generated). Again, scores are generally
favorable for all ablations, although the full model with both the
temporal smoothing and face GAN setups obtains the best scores
with the biggest discrepancy in the face region.
Table 3 shows the mean pose distance using the method described
in Equation 7 for each ablation. We run the pose metric on particular
sets of keypoints (body, face, hands) to determine the regions which
7

Fig. 8. Face image comparison from different models on the validation set.
T.S. denotes a model with our temporal smoothing setup, and T.S. + Face
is our full model with both the temporal smoothing setup and Face GAN.
Details improve and distortions decrease upon the additions of the temporal
smoothing setup and the face GAN.
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Fig. 7. Comparison of synthesis results for different models. Images have
been cropped to a bounding box around the original pose. T.S. denotes a
model with our temporal smoothing setup, and T.S. + Face is our full model
with both the temporal smoothing setup and Face GAN. The temporal
smoothing setup adds details to the hands, head, shirt, and shadows. These
details are carried over in the full model includes additional detail to the
face and surrounding area resulting in the most realistic synthesis.

Additionally, the 2D coordinates and missing detections constrict
the number of ways we are able to retarget motion between subjects,
which often work in 3D with perfect joint locations and temporally
coherent motions.
To address these issues, more work is needed on temporally coherent video generation and on representations of human motion.
Although overall the pose stick figures yielded convincing results,
we would like to avoid the restrictions it presents by instead using
temporally coherent inputs and representation specifically optimized for motion transfer in future work. Despite these challenges,
our method is able to produce compelling videos given a variety of
inputs.
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{t : ||t − med | − α ∗ |max − med || < ϵ } ∩ {t < med }

(8)

where med is the median foot position, max is the maximum ankle
position, and ϵ is a scalar. In practice we use ϵ = 0.7 (although this
scalar depends on the camera height) and take the maximum of this
set to obtain the minimum foot position.
Once the minimum and maximum ankle positions of each subject
are found, we carry out a linear mapping between the minimum
and maximum ankle positions of each video (i.e. minimum of source
mapped to minimum of target, and same for the maximum ankle
positions). We characterize our transformation in terms of scale and
translation in the y direction, which is calculated for each frame.
The translation is calculated according to the average of the left
and right ankle y coordinates and its distance between the maximum
and minimum ankle positions in the source frame. Then the new
transformed food position is the coordinate between the maximum
and minimum ankle position in the target video with the same relative/interpolated distance. Given an average ankle position asour ce
in the a source frame, the translation b is calculated for that frame
according to the following equation asour ce − smin
b = tmin +
(tmax − tmin ) − fsour ce
(9)
smax − smin
where tmin and tmax are the minimum and maximum ankle positions in the target video, and smin and smax are the minimum and
maximum ankle positions in the source video.
To calculate the scale, we cluster the heights around the minimum ankle position and the maximum ankle position and find the
maximum height for each cluster for each video. Call these maximum heights tclose for the maximum of the cluster near the target
person’s maximum ankle position, t f ar for the maximum of the
cluster near the target person’s minimum ankle position, and sclose
and s f ar respectively. We obtain the close ratio by taking the ratio
between the target’s close height and the source’s close height, and
similarly for the far ratio. Given average ankle position asour ce ,
the scale for this frame is interpolated between these two ratios in
the same way as the translation is interpolated as described in the
following equation t f ar asour ce − smin tclose t f ar
scale =
+
(
−
)
(10)
s f ar
smax − smin sclose s f ar

9 APPENDIX
9.1 Global Pose Normalization Details
To find a transformation in terms of scale and translation between a
source pose and a target pose, we find the minimum and maximum
ankle positions in image coordinates of each subject while they
are on the ground (i.e. feet raised in the air are not considered).
These coordinates represent the farthest and closest distances to
the camera respectively). The maximum ankle position is the y foot
coordinate closest to the bottom of the image. The minimum foot
position is found by clustering the y foot coordinates which are
less than (or spatially above) the median ankle position and about
9

